COUNCIL
29 September 1992

PROPOSED AGENDA

1. REQUESTS FOR OBSERVER STATUS
   (a) Latvia (L/7050)
   (b) Lithuania (L/7046)
   (c) Kazakhstan (L/7080)

2. ACCESSION OF CHINESE TAIPEI
   - Statement by the Chairman

3. ACCESSION OF ECUADOR
   - Communication from Ecuador (L/7086)

4. UNITED STATES AND EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY WHEAT EXPORT SUBSIDIES
   - Communication from Australia (L/7076)

5. EEC - IMPORT REGIME FOR BANANAS
   - Statement by the Latin American banana-exporting countries

6. CANADA - IMPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND SALE OF CERTAIN ALCOHOLIC DRINKS BY
   PROVINCIAL MARKETING AGENCIES
   - Follow-up on the Panel report
     - Communication from Canada (DS17/7)
     - Communication from the United States (DS17/8)

7. NEGOTIATIONS UNDER ARTICLE XXVIII:4 CONCERNING THE MODIFICATION OF
   CERTAIN CONCESSIONS INCLUDED IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES' SCHEDULE
   LXXX-EC

8. EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY - PAYMENTS AND SUBSIDIES PAID TO
   PROCESSORS AND PRODUCERS OF OILSEEDS AND RELATED ANIMAL-FEED
   PROTEINS
   - Follow-up on the Panel report (DS28/R) and status of related
     negotiations authorized by the CONTRACTING PARTIES pursuant to
     Article XXVIII:4
     - Communication from the United States (DS28/3)

9. NEGOTIATING RIGHTS OF ARGENTINA IN CONNECTION WITH THE RENEGOTIATION
   OF OILSEED CONCESSIONS BY THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
   - Recourse to Article XXIII:2
     - Communication from Argentina (DS34/1)

92-1332
10. MONITORING OF IMPLEMENTATION OF PANEL REPORTS UNDER PARAGRAPH I.3 OF THE APRIL 1989 DECISION ON IMPROVEMENTS TO THE GATT DISPUTE SETTLEMENT RULES AND PROCEDURES

11. ROSTER OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL PANELISTS
   - Proposed nomination by Brazil (C/W/718)

12. SOUTH AFRICA - IMPORT SURCHARGES
   - Communication from the United States (L/7084)

13. INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE (UNCTAD/GATT)
   - Report by the Chairman on his consultations with the Secretary-General of the United Nations

14. SOUTHERN COMMON MARKET (MERCOSUR)
   - Request by the United States for notification under Article XXIV and for the establishment of a working party (L/7029)

OTHER BUSINESS

\[\text{BISD 36S/61.}\]